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Executive Summary 

1. Summary 

Our primary stakeholder is theater managers, an important role in theater who have to arrange 

released weeks and halls for each new movie. Therefore they have a potential need of knowing how 

new movies will perform on box office revenues. However, there’s a gap among the box office 

revenues in Taipei and in US and other movie features, and cause the prediction difficult. Hence, our 

business goal of this project is to allow managers knowing how new movies will perform on box 

office revenues in Taipei in advanced. 

To use data mining method to achieve our business goal, first, we turn the business goal into data 

mining goal. Now our data mining goal is to predict box office revenues in Taipei and the outcomes 

managers will get are box office revenues of each movie in Taipei. This project is then an ongoing 

project, which means the managers can use this model repeatedly once they have new movie record. 

The data we have consists of movie features such as budget, movie type, IMDB rating, release 

date in US, and box office revenues in US. The time period is from 2010 to 2015, 2,632 movies in 

total initially. After handling the missing values and outlier values, we have around 560 record that are 

accessible. We did data preprocess (e.g. dummy variables) for certain variables such as movie types 

and movie rating, then partition it. All we did before building the model were aim to make our project 

more accurate. We choose XLMiner and R as our data mining tools. The data mining method we used 

was linear regression. Our client can predict whether a movie will have great box offfice revenues in 

Taipei or not by the ultimate linear regression model, and they will get predicted box office revenues 

as the outcome. 

2. Recommendation 

Although our outcome of the model has a huge rate of error, it’s still much better than the 

average prediction. So those important predictors we mention in this report are credible.  

For further works, we suggest the managers of theaters to collect more accesible data records 

and more valuable data dimensions like past released weeks and halls since the biggest weakness in 

our project is the data size. On the other hand, we suggest further studies should take environment 

changes and number of rating people into account. In addition, we also suggest further studies to try 

classification as the data mining method if our client require only level of box office revenues but not 

exact numbers. 
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I. Business Goal and Humanistic Evaluation 

Our main client, theater managers, have to arrange released weeks and halls for each new movie. 

Therefore they have potential needs of knowing how new movies will perform on box office revenues, 

and use the information to develop right strategies, increase profits, and reduce the costs. 

II. Analytics/Data Mining Goal 

Our data mining goal is to to predict box office revenues in Taipei based on movie features and 

some movie information in USA such as box office revenues there. The project is an ongoing, 

predictive, and supervised task, and the main outcome variable is box office revenues in Taipei. 

III.  Data 

We’ve captured the data from 2010 to 2015, total of 2,632 movies which have been released in 

Taipei. We extracted about nine columns from Yahoo! Movie, by python, and for rest of the columns 

we collected manually through True Movie, Atmovies, PTT (the biggest bulletin board system in 

Taiwan), Dorama, YouTube and IMDB. As mentioned above we have 2,632 records initially, however 

after removing records which have too many missing values and of other situation (will be further 

discussed later in data pre-processing), only 560 records are left.  

As for the variables, we have 21 attributes originally, after adding one more column DF that 

equals to the day difference between Taiwan and US released date, creating dummy variables for 

movie types/ratings, and going through other processes (will also be talked about later), we have 42 

dimensions, sample data is pasted in appendix (1), and some of the variables are shown as following: 

Dimension Description 

Name_CN The Chinese title of the movie 

Name_EN The English title of the movie 

Date_TW The release date in Taiwan (i.e. 2010/12/11) 

Length The length of the movie (i.e. 134 mins) 

Agent The movie agents in Taiwan. (i.e. CatchPlay) 

Expectation The audience expectation from Yahoo movie. (i.e. 0.95) 

Production The original production corporation of the movie (i.e. Warner bros.) 

Country The country of movie production (i.e. Japan) 

Language The main language of the movie 

Date_US The release date in US (i.e. 2010/11/20) 

Budget The budget of the movie (i.e. 12,000,000 USD) 

Box office_USD The box office revenues in the US (i.e. 1,700,000 USD) 

IMDB The customer rating (i.e. 3.5) 
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Youtube The page views of the trailer on YouTube (i.e. 2,645) 

DF Date difference of release date between US and TW (i.e. -49) 

Type The type of the movie, and it’s transformed to dummy (i.e. Action, Adventure) 

Movie Rating The movie rating in Taiwan, and it’s transformed to dummy (i.e. Restricted) 

Box office_TW The box office revenues in Taipei city (i.e. 30,000,000 NTD) 

IV. Data Preparation 

We first created dummies for movie Rating and Type for prediction. Next, we removed movies 

that were released earlier in Taiwan than in USA, because we can’t get box office revenues in US then. 

We also removed the records including incomplete data, for example, the records with 0 expectation 

or were just released in Taiwan. Finally, we found that there were several missing values in Budget 

column. We tried the model with the records possessing complete Budget data firstly, and we noticed 

that Budget was an important predictor for prediction. Therefore we did clustering and get the median 

for each cluster as the Budget values to fill in with. We also explored our data by visualization with 

Tableau, finding some insights and thoughts for later works. Details are shown in appendix (2). 

V. Method 

1. Data Partition, Variable Selection, and Linear Regression 

We choose XLMiner and R as our data mining tools. First we partitioned dataset into only 

training and validation dataset because of the small data size, and tried linear regression with all 

numerical predictors and dummy variables. We found that the regression model with 60/40 partition 

ratio performs better. On the other hand, since there were several negative prediction values of box 

office revenues, we decided to take the form of "ln” to make our results positive. The box office 

revenues were more reasonable and performs better than the former one then. We used the variable 

selection method Stepwise to find the best subset of predictors, and it performs more accurately than 

the one with all predictors. Our ultimate linear regression model and its results show as below: 
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2. Neural Network and Regression Trees 

We also tried neural network and regression trees for prediction, but they didn’t perform better 

than the regression model. The results of these two methods are put in appendix (3) (4). 

3. Ensemble 

We found that the residuals of all three models were actually positive correlated so it’s not 

necessary and efficient to do ensemble. Correlation plots are shown in appendix (5). 

VI. Performance Evaluation and New Data Prediction 

We finally choose the linear regression as our prediction model. The results including variables, 

RMSE, and residual histogram are all listed in Method above. We have compared it with Naïve results. 

Our RMSE performs better, and the error rate is not only better but far beyond. 

 

 We also extracted the movies which just released or are upcoming as our test dataset. The 

prediction results and their actual box office revenues so far are listed, and we have confidence that 

they are heading to our prediction. The whole test dataset is in appendix (6) 

 

Name_CN Name_EN Predicted Exp Current Date_TW Length Director Cast

史努比 A Peanuts Movie15.46 5,188,100 16,000,000 12/24/2015 88 《冰原歷險記4：板塊漂移》史帝夫馬提諾（Steve Martino）

紐約愛未眠Before We Go 13.35 625,993 1,420,000 12/24/2015 89 克里斯伊凡(Chris Evans)《美國隊長》克里斯伊凡(Chris Evans)/《MIB星際戰警3》艾莉絲伊芙( Alice Eve)

真相急先鋒Truth 14.79 2,648,649 5,540,000 12/24/2015 125 詹姆斯范德比爾特《藍色茉莉》凱特布蘭琪/《美國隊長2：酷寒戰士》勞勃瑞福/《蜘蛛人3》陶佛葛瑞斯/《明天過後》丹尼斯奎德

翻轉幸福Joy 17.40 36,085,718 1,830,000 12/31/2015 124 《派特的幸福劇本》大衛歐羅素《飢餓遊戲》珍妮佛勞倫斯/《美國狙擊手》布萊德利庫柏/《派特的幸福劇本》勞勃狄尼洛

家有兩個爸DADDY’S HOME 16.42 13,467,908 9,480,000 12/31/2015 96 《老闆不是人2》西恩安德斯《官賤對決》威爾法洛/《熊麻吉》馬克華伯格/《復仇者聯盟2：奧創紀元》琳達卡德琳妮/《異星戰場：強卡特戰記》湯瑪斯海登喬治/《惡鄰纏身》漢尼拔布瑞斯

怪物遊戲Goosebumps 15.74 6,848,908 11,000,000 12/31/2015 103 《鯊魚黑幫》羅勃賴特曼《格列佛遊記》傑克布雷克/《記憶傳承人:極樂謊言》歐德雅羅許

神鬼獵人The Revenant 16.69 17,732,292 11,000,000 1/8/2016 151 阿利安卓崗札雷伊納利圖(Alejandro González Iñárritu)李奧納多狄卡皮歐(Leonardo DiCaprio)/湯姆哈迪(Tom Hardy)/多姆納爾格里森(Domhnall Gleeson)/威爾普爾特(Will Poulter)

瞎趴姊妹Sisters 16.21 10,917,346 780,000 1/8/2016 118 《歌喉讚》傑森摩爾《愛在頭七天》蒂娜費/《辣妹過招》艾咪波勒/《熊麻吉2》凱特麥金儂/《五星主廚快餐車》約翰李古查摩/《聚魔櫃》麥迪森戴文波特

女權之聲：無懼年代Suffragette 15.01 3,315,551 340,000 1/8/2016 106 莎拉賈芙蓉(Sarah Gavron)《大亨小傳》凱莉墨里根/《鐵娘子：堅固柔情》梅莉史翠普/《王者之聲：宣戰時刻》海倫娜寶漢卡特/《007：惡魔四伏》班維蕭/《贖罪》蕾夢娜葛瑞/《別相信任何人》安瑪莉達芙/《哈利波特》布蘭頓葛利森

45年 45 Years 12.79 358,801 1/15/2016 95 《愛在週末邂逅時》安德魯海格《里斯本夜車》夏綠蒂蘭普琳/《黃金羅盤》湯姆寇特內

大賣空 The Big Short 15.87 7,783,085 1/15/2016 130 《銀幕大角頭》亞當麥凱《黑暗騎士：黎明昇起》克里斯汀貝爾/《熟男行不行》史提夫卡爾/《風雲男人幫》萊恩葛斯林/《末日之戰》布萊德彼特/《私刑教育》梅莉莎李奧/《超級戰艦》漢米許林克萊特/《永不屈服》約翰馬加羅/《普羅米修斯》瑞夫史波/《大法官》傑瑞米史壯/《力挽狂瀾》瑪麗莎托梅/《挪亞方舟》芬恩維特羅克

史帝夫賈伯斯Steve Jobs 15.25 4,212,680 1/22/2016 122 《貧民百萬富翁》丹尼鮑伊《X戰警：未來昔日》麥可法斯賓達/《分歧者2：叛亂者》凱特溫絲蕾/《惡鄰纏身》塞斯羅根/傑夫丹尼爾斯/《因為愛情，在她消失以後》凱薩琳華特斯頓/《正經好人》麥克史托堡

鼠來寶：鼠喉大作讚Alvin and The Chipmunks: The Road Trip15.43 5,016,163 1/22/2016 86 《荒野大飆客》華特貝克傑森李/賈斯汀隆/馬修格雷古柏勒/傑西麥卡尼

恐龍當家The Good Dinosaur15.04 3,413,257 2/5/2016 93 Peter Sohn(配音)茱蒂葛瑞兒/尼爾派屈克哈里斯/法蘭西絲麥多曼/比爾哈德爾/約翰李斯高

扣押幸福Freeheld 12.41 244,745 2/19/2016 104 《愛情無限譜》彼得索列特(Peter Sollett)《我想念我自己》茱莉安摩爾(Julianne Moore)/《全面啟動》艾倫佩姬(Ellen Page)/《暗黑冠軍路》史提夫卡爾(Steve Carell)

驚爆焦點Spotlight 14.29 1,602,435 2/19/2016 128 《幸福來訪時》湯姆麥卡錫(Tom McCarthy)《鳥人》米高基頓(Michael Keaton)/《復仇者聯盟》馬克魯法洛(Mark Ruffalo) /《真愛每一天》瑞秋麥亞當斯(Rachel McAdams) /《特務間諜》李佛薛伯(Live Schreiber) /《飢餓遊戲》史丹利圖奇(Stanley Tucci)

八惡人 The Hateful Eight15.18 3,908,780 2/19/2016 182 昆汀塔倫提諾(Quentin Tarantino)山繆傑克森(Samuel L. Jackson)/珍妮佛傑森李(Jennifer Jason Leigh)/布魯斯鄧(Bruce Dern)/寇特羅素(Kurt Russell)/提姆羅斯(Tim Roth) / 達米安畢契爾(Demian Bichir) / 瓦頓戈金斯(Walton Goggins) /麥可麥德森(Michael Madsen) /查寧塔圖(Channing Tatum)

丹麥女孩The Danish Girl 15.28 4,332,077 3/4/2016 120 《王者之聲》湯姆霍伯《愛的萬物論》艾迪瑞德曼/《紳士密令》艾莉西亞薇坎德/《舞力麥克：尺度極限XXL》安柏赫德/《烈愛重生》馬提亞斯修奈爾

-9M -5M 0M 5M 9M 66M -33M 
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VII. Conclusions 

1. To Our Client (theater managers) 

Even though the overall accuracy is not high, we still get some insights for our client. First of all, 

when planning total released weeks and halls for a new movie, its budget, box office revenues, and 

released date difference between Taiwan and US should be considered. Second, some criteria about 

audience, like expectation rate, IMDB rate, and trailer page views are also seem to be important. Last, 

the movie type will also influence the box office revenues, especially action and crime movies. 

2. To Future Studies 

 Data size 

The biggest weakness in our project is the data size. In order to train a more accurate model, future 

studies should focus more on dealing with missing values, and collecting more data. 

 Number of rating people 

For dimensions “Expectation” and “IMDB,” researchers should take the number of rating consumers 

or users into consideration. Otherwise we cannot rule out the bias situations that some high rating 

movies were actually only rated by very few people. 

 Trailer page views 

The page views of trailers on Youtube, especially of those trailers that were published years before, 

are accumulated over years and may not be precise as our predictor. Future research can find ways to 

eliminate this error. 

 Environment changes 

We think the changes of big environment should be considered, including floating exchange rate, 

increasing movie ticket price, and the change of consumer behavior (more and more people go to 

theaters to watch movies nowadays). 

 More valuable predictors 

When talking about box office revenues, released weeks of each movie should also be counted in. 

Besides this, we found other interesting and important predictors while reading papers and reports of 

similar topic. For example, some researchers give each movie a “star point,” indicating whether the 

director or cast of a movie is famous and has enough impact on audience. 

 Classification method 

If our client require only the level of revenues, not exact numbers, we suggest to change this project to 

a classification task, by coding the revenues to several classes and running classification methods. 
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VIII. Appendix 

1. Sample data: We here show 10 rows of records. 

 

2. Data visualization: 

First, we found small positive correlation between box office revenues in Taipei and in US. In 

addition, the visualization of DF and TP_NTD shows that, when DF is getting close to 0, the TP_NTD 

is increasing, which means that a movie will has better box office revenues if its released days in US 

and Taipei are near or even the same. 
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Second, we found that over 60% of the movie country in our dataset are US. Hence we decided 

not to use Country in our prediction. 

 

 Third, there’s almost no correlation among TP_NTD with IMDB, Youtube PV and Expectation. 

 

To understand more, we do the further exploration on Expectation, TP_NTD and DF, found that 

the better expectation comes with better box office revenue.  
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In addition, we found July is the month which has the greatest box office revenues in Taipei, 

however, in the mean time, it’s also the month that release least movies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the other hand, we also visualized the relationship between TP_NTD and movie types to see 

whether there’s correlation within these variables. We found out Action, Adventure, Animation 

movies tend to have better performance in box office revenues, which may implies the movie 

preference of people in Taipei. 
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3. Neural Network Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Regression Trees Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Correlation Check for Ensemble  
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6. Test Data 

 

Name_CN Name_EN Predicted Exp Current Date_TW Length Director Cast

史努比 A Peanuts Movie15.46 5,188,100 16,000,000 12/24/2015 88 《冰原歷險記4：板塊漂移》史帝夫馬提諾（Steve Martino）

紐約愛未眠Before We Go 13.35 625,993 1,420,000 12/24/2015 89 克里斯伊凡(Chris Evans)《美國隊長》克里斯伊凡(Chris Evans)/《MIB星際戰警3》艾莉絲伊芙( Alice Eve)

真相急先鋒Truth 14.79 2,648,649 5,540,000 12/24/2015 125 詹姆斯范德比爾特《藍色茉莉》凱特布蘭琪/《美國隊長2：酷寒戰士》勞勃瑞福/《蜘蛛人3》陶佛葛瑞斯/《明天過後》丹尼斯奎德

翻轉幸福Joy 17.40 36,085,718 1,830,000 12/31/2015 124 《派特的幸福劇本》大衛歐羅素《飢餓遊戲》珍妮佛勞倫斯/《美國狙擊手》布萊德利庫柏/《派特的幸福劇本》勞勃狄尼洛

家有兩個爸DADDY’S HOME 16.42 13,467,908 9,480,000 12/31/2015 96 《老闆不是人2》西恩安德斯《官賤對決》威爾法洛/《熊麻吉》馬克華伯格/《復仇者聯盟2：奧創紀元》琳達卡德琳妮/《異星戰場：強卡特戰記》湯瑪斯海登喬治/《惡鄰纏身》漢尼拔布瑞斯

怪物遊戲Goosebumps 15.74 6,848,908 11,000,000 12/31/2015 103 《鯊魚黑幫》羅勃賴特曼《格列佛遊記》傑克布雷克/《記憶傳承人:極樂謊言》歐德雅羅許

神鬼獵人The Revenant 16.69 17,732,292 11,000,000 1/8/2016 151 阿利安卓崗札雷伊納利圖(Alejandro González Iñárritu)李奧納多狄卡皮歐(Leonardo DiCaprio)/湯姆哈迪(Tom Hardy)/多姆納爾格里森(Domhnall Gleeson)/威爾普爾特(Will Poulter)

瞎趴姊妹Sisters 16.21 10,917,346 780,000 1/8/2016 118 《歌喉讚》傑森摩爾《愛在頭七天》蒂娜費/《辣妹過招》艾咪波勒/《熊麻吉2》凱特麥金儂/《五星主廚快餐車》約翰李古查摩/《聚魔櫃》麥迪森戴文波特

女權之聲：無懼年代Suffragette 15.01 3,315,551 340,000 1/8/2016 106 莎拉賈芙蓉(Sarah Gavron)《大亨小傳》凱莉墨里根/《鐵娘子：堅固柔情》梅莉史翠普/《王者之聲：宣戰時刻》海倫娜寶漢卡特/《007：惡魔四伏》班維蕭/《贖罪》蕾夢娜葛瑞/《別相信任何人》安瑪莉達芙/《哈利波特》布蘭頓葛利森

45年 45 Years 12.79 358,801 1/15/2016 95 《愛在週末邂逅時》安德魯海格《里斯本夜車》夏綠蒂蘭普琳/《黃金羅盤》湯姆寇特內

大賣空 The Big Short 15.87 7,783,085 1/15/2016 130 《銀幕大角頭》亞當麥凱《黑暗騎士：黎明昇起》克里斯汀貝爾/《熟男行不行》史提夫卡爾/《風雲男人幫》萊恩葛斯林/《末日之戰》布萊德彼特/《私刑教育》梅莉莎李奧/《超級戰艦》漢米許林克萊特/《永不屈服》約翰馬加羅/《普羅米修斯》瑞夫史波/《大法官》傑瑞米史壯/《力挽狂瀾》瑪麗莎托梅/《挪亞方舟》芬恩維特羅克

史帝夫賈伯斯Steve Jobs 15.25 4,212,680 1/22/2016 122 《貧民百萬富翁》丹尼鮑伊《X戰警：未來昔日》麥可法斯賓達/《分歧者2：叛亂者》凱特溫絲蕾/《惡鄰纏身》塞斯羅根/傑夫丹尼爾斯/《因為愛情，在她消失以後》凱薩琳華特斯頓/《正經好人》麥克史托堡

鼠來寶：鼠喉大作讚Alvin and The Chipmunks: The Road Trip15.43 5,016,163 1/22/2016 86 《荒野大飆客》華特貝克傑森李/賈斯汀隆/馬修格雷古柏勒/傑西麥卡尼

恐龍當家The Good Dinosaur15.04 3,413,257 2/5/2016 93 Peter Sohn(配音)茱蒂葛瑞兒/尼爾派屈克哈里斯/法蘭西絲麥多曼/比爾哈德爾/約翰李斯高

扣押幸福Freeheld 12.41 244,745 2/19/2016 104 《愛情無限譜》彼得索列特(Peter Sollett)《我想念我自己》茱莉安摩爾(Julianne Moore)/《全面啟動》艾倫佩姬(Ellen Page)/《暗黑冠軍路》史提夫卡爾(Steve Carell)

驚爆焦點Spotlight 14.29 1,602,435 2/19/2016 128 《幸福來訪時》湯姆麥卡錫(Tom McCarthy)《鳥人》米高基頓(Michael Keaton)/《復仇者聯盟》馬克魯法洛(Mark Ruffalo) /《真愛每一天》瑞秋麥亞當斯(Rachel McAdams) /《特務間諜》李佛薛伯(Live Schreiber) /《飢餓遊戲》史丹利圖奇(Stanley Tucci)

八惡人 The Hateful Eight15.18 3,908,780 2/19/2016 182 昆汀塔倫提諾(Quentin Tarantino)山繆傑克森(Samuel L. Jackson)/珍妮佛傑森李(Jennifer Jason Leigh)/布魯斯鄧(Bruce Dern)/寇特羅素(Kurt Russell)/提姆羅斯(Tim Roth) / 達米安畢契爾(Demian Bichir) / 瓦頓戈金斯(Walton Goggins) /麥可麥德森(Michael Madsen) /查寧塔圖(Channing Tatum)

丹麥女孩The Danish Girl 15.28 4,332,077 3/4/2016 120 《王者之聲》湯姆霍伯《愛的萬物論》艾迪瑞德曼/《紳士密令》艾莉西亞薇坎德/《舞力麥克：尺度極限XXL》安柏赫德/《烈愛重生》馬提亞斯修奈爾
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